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+ In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 

Some of you here know that last week I attended a second conference on the national 

Anglican Church’s response to family and domestic violence. Two and a half years ago I 

attended the first conference in Sydney and learned about a research project that was just 

starting into the prevalence of family violence in the Anglican Church in Australia. I reluctantly 

attended then, thinking that I had little to contribute. When I returned from Sydney, I felt a 

responsibility to make use of what I learned and with the permission of the Archbishop I set up 

a working group to investigate the issues at a local Adelaide level. The group has been 

effective in establishing a training programme for clergy and is working at a policy making level 

to make some cultural changes in the diocese. 

This year the conference was to be in Melbourne, but the lockdown in Victoria put an end to 

that and so it was held online over Zoom. Whilst it’s nice not to get on a plane for any reason 

other than a holiday and spend a night away, there are real advantages to face to face 

meetings that cannot be met over a computer. Nonetheless, the conference was very good. 

The research project is concluded, and it reveals rather shockingly that the extent of violence 

between partners identifying as Anglican in the surveys was higher than results taken 

independently in society beyond the church.  

Naturally these findings are of concern both for the Archbishop, who is the Primate of the 

Australian church, and for everyone else in the church. The results of the research project 

have been summarised for the church in a plan of action known as the ten commitments. 

These have been already viewed by the parish council and have been adopted by the diocesan 

council. The commitments will mean deep cultural change for churches, especially among 

groups which promote a theology of the man as the head of the woman as a way to inhibit the 

ministry of women. The commitments are about enabling gender equality throughout all areas 

of the church and to encourage healthy relationships between women and men in every way. 

For the past decade or more the Anglican Church has been recovering from the exposure of 

child sexual abuse in the church and many other issues have been left dormant. Family 

violence is not something we like hearing about because we don’t want to believe that it can 
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happen in church families. Yet when we remember names like Cherry Ogente-Ogar, the 

woman bashed to death by her husband on the Yorke Peninsula just two weeks ago, Hannah 

Clarke and her three children, burned in a car by her estranged husband, nine month old baby 

Kobi who died when her father threw himself and her off the Whispering Wall in April, or 

Zahra Abrahimzadeh whose husband took her life in front of 300 witnesses at the Adelaide 

Convention Centre, then we know why this work is important. Time and time again does the 

statistic reverberate – one woman a week and one child a fortnight are killed in acts of 

domestic abuse.  

Yes, violence does happen in church families, as much, if not more than it happens elsewhere. 

It’s a sobering reality check. And so, it must be said from the pulpit, and it must be said openly 

throughout the church. 

We must be very careful with how we use some of the teachings in the bible because for 

centuries in the life of the church they have been used to justify violence in the household. We 

have just heard from the Letter to the Ephesians. There are some bracketed verses in the 

lectionary – our book of readings for the church year), which follow straight on from the 

verses we have heard today. The brackets mean we can choose to include or omit. We often 

omit as we have today, so we can fit the verses into the readings sheet. Immediately after 

verse 21, ‘be subject to one another out of reverence for Christ,’ the text continues: “Wives, 

be subject to your husbands as you are to the Lord. For the husband is the head of the wife as 

Christ is the head of the church, the body of which he is the Saviour. Just as the church is 

subject to Christ, so also wives ought to be, in everything, to their husbands.” Given the topic 

today, perhaps these verses should be read in church. 

How does the reading make you feel as you think about the women whose names I have just 

recalled? Perhaps you see the text as a right relationship, a proper partnering of a man and 

woman in marriage, to be seen alongside the following verses where a husband is to love and 

value his wife as much as he does himself, tenderly caring for her in the model of Christ loving 

the church. Or perhaps you think that is just how it is, the natural order. Perhaps you have 

never even thought that much about it before. Or you may be a person who wants to cringe, 

wish we didn’t have to face these readings in church because it feels difficult or 
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uncomfortable. For many, texts like these are real stumbling blocks in the life of faith and the 

church.  

If a woman who has been subject to domestic violence, who is battered, psychologically and 

emotionally abused, financially dependent, reads or hears this text, what is it likely to do other 

than validate her subjection and abuse and affirm this is what the bible says. What about a 

woman hearing this text who is educated in a gender-equal environment – just like most of 

your daughters and granddaughters.  

I do think it is important to look at the wider context of the passage, to remember this was an 

ancient community of faith with some different values and issues to our own. In the last verse 

we have heard today, we learn that we are to be subject to one another, and our subjection is 

out of reverence for Christ. This sounds like the proper humility we learn from Jesus who bent 

down to wash the disciples’ feet. This is about love, the love of Christ for the church as a 

model for loving relationships between people. However, in between is the awkward stuff 

about subjection between gender and roles.  

The Letter to the Ephesians, whilst bearing the name of Paul in most of our bible headings, is 

not considered by most scholars to be a genuine letter of Paul. It is called a Deutero-Pauline, 

or second Paul, letter. This means it is likely written by someone who was a student of Paul, 

who heard his teachings firsthand, who wrote in a similar style. In the Deutero-Pauline style 

there is a tendency to affirm the leadership of men within the life of the church and put down 

the women. This is likely because the women were claiming leadership positions, preaching 

and teaching, and giving offence to some members. It is a bit like when women were first 

ordained to the priesthood in the contemporary church. Some were offended and drew on 

scripture as a weapon. 

In the ancient world, women did not assume leadership roles. Their life was ordered by home 

and household economy. The subjection of women in the Ephesian church seems to be aimed 

at restoring the traditional order in the church.  

Yet Jesus was radical in his interpretation of tradition. On many occasions he overturned the 

tables, not just in the temple, but the tables of society. He was known as a man who 
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associated freely with women, including those of social disrepute. He allowed his feet to be 

washed with the tears and dried with the hair of a woman known as sinful. He talked with a 

Samaritan woman at a well who was outcast among others. He was touched by a bleeding 

woman and restored her to full life. He redeemed a woman about to be stoned to death. He 

met a woman first when he rose from the dead. All these women he raised to a place of 

honour and respect. Is it any wonder the women in Ephesos were becoming leaders in the 

church after the teaching of Jesus? We know now that gender equality across at all levels of 

society is one of the things that will prevent violence against women before it begins. Jesus 

was centuries ahead of us in his social policy. 

Is the writer of this letter being faithful to either Paul, or indeed to the Lord Jesus himself? The 

question may be a little sticky, but perhaps women were really making headway into the 

leadership of the church, going places that pushed the bounds of social acceptability too far 

for the emerging church to cope. 

We must always remember and teach that the bible, whilst always having deep meaning for 

us, was also a book written in times very different to our own. Then, institutions such as 

slavery existed. People really were bought and sold and treated as mere property. The status 

of women and children was inferior. Society was highly unequal, unjust. And into this world 

Jesus was born, the Son of God, come to remake the image of God made flesh. 

Let us pray. God of all people and all times, be with us in our learning. May we be enlightened 

with understanding as we engage with texts which have been disempowering and confusing. 

We remember before you the women who have been bold in stepping forward in leadership, 

who have stood the tests of worthiness and endured much hardship because you made them 

women. We remember those who have been abused and violated, who have been battered 

and oppressed and we commend them to you. Help us to see through the shadows of our 

unknowing, to reach out to you and be comforted in your presence, that we may be brought 

closer in communion to your divine intention, in Jesus Christ. Amen. 


